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Abstract.

The

seasonal-mean

circulation

over the

Scotian

Shelf is studied

numerically by computingmean and tidal current fields for winter, spring, and
summer using a three-dimensionalnonlinear diagnosticmodel. The mean current
fields are forced by seasonal-meanbaroclinic pressuregradients, tidal rectification,
uniform wind stresses,and associatedbarotropic pressuregradients. A historical
hydrographic databaseis used to determine the climatological mean baroclinic
forcing. Upstream open boundary conditions are estimated from the density fields
to giveno normal geostrophicbottom flow and are specifiedas either along-boundary
elevation gradients or depth-integrated normal velocities. The numerical solutions

for nominalbimonthlyperiods(January-February,
April-May, and July-August)
reveal the dominant southwestwardnearshore and shelLbreak flows of relatively
cool and fresh shelf water from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Newfoundland Shelf,

with speedsup to about 20 cm/s. The seasonalintensificationof the southwestward
flows is reproducedby the model, with the transport increasingfrom 0.3 Sv in

summerto 0.9 Sv in winteron the inner Halifax section.There are alsop•onounced
topographic-scaleinfluencesof submarine banks, basins, and cross-shelfchannelson
the circulation, suchas anticyclonicgyresover banks and cyclonicgyresover basins.
Baroclinicity is the dominant forcing throughout the domain, but tidal rectification

is comparableon the southwestern
ScotianShelf (e.g., about 0.2 Sv recirculating
transportaroundBrownsBankfor all the periods).The meanwind stressgenerates
offshoresurfacedrift in winter. The solutionsare in approximate agreementwith
observedcurrents and transports over the Scotian Shelf, although there are local
discrepancies.

1.

Introduction

Labrador Current from the Newfoundland

Shelf and off-

The ScotinnShelfoffNovaScotia(Figure1), bounded shoreSlopeWater, and (3) tidal mixingin the Gulf of
by Laurentinn Channel to the east and Northeast Channel to the west, is 700 km long and 160-240 km wide
with an averagedepth of about 90 m. The highly irregularbottom relief is characterizedby deepbasinsat

midshelf(e.g., EmeraldBasin)andshallowouterbanks
(e.g., BrownsBank). Water massstructurein this
regionis controlledprimarily by (1) seasonallyvarying air-seainteraction,(2) the confluence
of the Cabot
Strait

outflow from the Gulf of St. Lawrence

with the

Maine. Therefore significantspatial and temporal variations in the regional circulationare expected. Knowledgeof the mean circulationand seasonalvariability on
the ScotinnShelf has been gained from many sources,

suchaswatermassanalysis[McLellan,1954],drift bottle studies[Trites and Banks,1958],geostrophic
and
stericcalculations[Sutcliffeet al., 1976;El Sabh,1977;
Drinkwateret al., 1979;Csanady,1979],mooredcurrent
measurements
[Smith et al., 1978; Smith and Petrie,
1982; Smith, 1983; Anderson and Smith, 1989; Smith,
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1989],satellitealtimetry [ttan et al., 1993],andnumerical models[Greenberg,1983; Wright et al., 1986; Tee
et al., 1993]. Collectively,thesestudieshave revealed
the dominantcirculationpattern [Smith and Schwing,
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Figure 1. Map showingbathymetryand featurelocationsin the computationaldomainextending from the southernNewfoundlandShelfto the Middle Atlantic Bight. The isobathsshownare
100,200, and 1000 m.

1991],namelysouthwestward
flowswith strongseasonal tributionsof the three primary forcings,and evaluate
variability in both nearshoreand shelf-breakregions, the model currentfieldsagainstavailablein situ obserand someprominentlocalfeatures,suchasstrongtidal vations. This study can thus be viewed as a Scotian
rectification off southwestern Nova Scotia.
Shelfcounterpartto the NLL94 GeorgesBank study
In recent years, increased availability of historical and an intermediatestep in the progression
from ditemperature-salinity data together with three-dimen-

sional (3-D) diagnosticcirculationmodelshave pro-

agnostic
studiesof the baroclinic
flowcomponent
[e.g.,
Hannahet al., 1996]to plannedprognostic
modelap-

vided improvedquantitative descriptionsof the seasonal- plications to the Scotian Shelf.
mean hydrography and baroclinic circulation on the
Section2 containsbrief descriptions
of the finite-

ScotianShelf [Hannah ½! al., 1996; ];oder½tal., 1996; element
circulation
model,
theprocedure
forestimating
$heng and Thompson,1996]. In particular, Hannah e! densityfieldsand otherforcings,and the databaseof
al. [1996]and ];oder½!al. [1996]haveusedclimato- moored current measurements. The circulation model
logical seasonal-meandensity fields and a linear finite- resultsare presented
in section3, wherethe modelflow
elementmodel [Lynch e! al., 1992] to showthat the fieldsfor threeseasons
(winter,spring,andsummer)
seasonallyvaryingbarocliniccirculationis generallythe are described,
interpreted,and comparedwith the in
dominant component of the seasonal-meancirculation situ observations.
The sensitivityof the circulationto
in the ScotianShelf and Gulf of Maine region. More several
modelparameters
is discussed
in section
4, and
detailedstudieson GeorgesBank [Naimiee! al., 1994] section 5 summarizes the results.
(hereafterNLL94) [Naimie, 1996] and in the Gulf of
Maine [Lynche! al., 1996]with additionalforcingsand
more sophisticatedmodels have confirmedthe impor- 2. Methodology

tance of the baroclinic

circulation

in these areas.

In this paper, we use the 3-D nonlineardiagnostic
circulation

model of NLL94

to examine

the climato-

2.1.

Circulation

Model

The 3-D circulation associated with the baroclinic

logical seasonal-meancirculation on the Scotian Shelf

pressurefields, upstream boundary flows, tidal rec-

associatedwith the combinedinfluencesof seasonally
varying baroclinicity, M2 tidal rectification, and wind
stress. Our goals are to provide a quantitative estimate
of the 3-D shelf-widecirculationfield, quantify the con-

tification,and surfacewind stressis examinedusing
FUNDY5IT, a versionof the nonlineardiagnosticmodel
used in NLL94. The model consists of the nonlinear 3-D

shallowwater equationswith hydrostatic and Boussi-
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of Geophysical
Research,1996)(hereafterreferredto as
Greenberget al., submittedmanuscript,1996). Other
barotropic flows of upstream origin are also neglected,
in order to evaluate

the extent to which local and baro-

clinic boundary forcings alone can account for the ob-

and includesa background
valueof 0.002m2/s to rep- served circulation. The steric conditions are in the form
resentthe influenceof unmodeledcurrents(with an as- of specifiedelevationson the SNS and offshoreboundsumeddepth-averagedspeedof 0.1 m/s). The model aries and of the correspondingdepth-averaged normal
has a quadratic bottom stresslaw applied at about i m velocityon the CS boundary(in order to allow natural
above the actual seafloor, with an additional linear term adjustmentof the mean elevationon this boundary).
to account approximately for the influence of unmod-

At the M2 tidal frequency, elevations are specified at
eled currents(with an assumedaveragenear-bottom the open boundaries, as describedin section 2.3.

speedof 0.07 m/s), again as given by NLL94. The
2.2. Density Fields
Climatological seasonal-meandensity fields for winBurin Peninsula(Newfoundland)toLongIsland (New ter, spring, and summer were estimated from the BedYork) (Figure1; alsoseeFigure2 of œoder½tal. [1996]). ford Institute's hydrographic database using four-dimeThe meshhas 8949 nodes,with realisticbottom topog- nsionaloptimal linear interpolation[Brctherton½!al.,
raphy shorewardof the 1000-m isobath, and a false bot- 1976]. This procedureprovidesestimatesof the mean
tom in the deep ocean which slopes gently to 1200 m fields at specifiedgrid points in four-dimensional space
at the offshore boundary. The model's vertical mesh (x,y,z,t), fromtheir nearest-neighbor
data basedon sephas 21 unequally spaced nodes that lie approximately aration distancesscaledby specifiedcorrelation scalesin
model's horizontal grid points are the nodes of a triangular finite-element meshextending along shelf from the

function(seeœodere! al. [1996]
on constantor(= z/h)levels (wherez is the verticalco- an assumedcovariance
for
more
detail
on
the
database
and interpolation proordinateand h is the localwaterdepth), with minimum
spacingof 2.5 m at the surfaceand bottom.
cedure).
The model usesa two-frequency harmonic method to
solve iteratively the nonlinear 3-D shallow-water equa-

Briefly, the hydrographic database comprisesabout
54,000 stations with coincident temperature and salin-

tions [Lynch and Naimi½, 1993; Naimi½ and Lynch, ity observationsand positionsdistributedacross(and
1993](NLL94). The verticallyaveragedgoverningequa- slightly beyond) the model domain (Figure 1), with
tions are solved for the free surface elevation, followed
by a vertical computation for the horizontal velocities
and solution of the three-dimensional continuity equation for the vertical velocities. The baroclinic pressure gradients on the model's vertical mesh are obtained from vertical interpolation of the pressuregradients computed on the level surfaces of the optimal

poorest coveragegenerally in winter and in eastern and
offshore areas. In the Scotian Shelf portion of the domain, the database has approximately 4900, 7400, and

interpolationgrid (next subsection).

fields were estimated at the horizontal grid points of the
finite-element mesh, at level surfacesin the vertical, and

Forcing is included from the baroclinic pressuregradient computedfrom climatological seasonal-meanden-

9800stations(profilesextendingmorethan 20 m below
the surface)in winter,spring,and summer,respectively.
After standard quality control and subsamplingof the

conductivity-temperature-depth
(CTD) data, density

at seasonalmidtimes(February 1, May 1, and August
sity fields (next subsection),the M2 tide, and surface 1 for winter, spring,and summer,respectively).The
wind stresses
(section2.3). Boundaryconditionsfor the fields were also estimated at levels below the seafloor,
mean circulation include no normal depth-integrated
flow on the land and truncated Bay of Fundy boundaries, and a geostrophic-fiowcondition on the downstream cross-shelfboundary. For each season, a solu-

so that the horizontal density and baroclinic pressure
gradients could be computed on level surfaces,and then
vertically interpolated to the model's vertical mesh.

offshore

the data-sparse slope and deep-oceanregions. Temporal correlation scalesof 60 days, larger than those given
by œoder ½! al. so as to provide increased temporal averaging in data-sparse areas, were used for the three
periods. Sensitivity of the baroclinic circulation to this

The correlation(roughly,e-folding)scalesin the option is obtainedwith stericconditions(estimatedfrom timal interpolation procedure were specified following
the density field to give no geostrophicflow normal to the approachof Lodcr½!al. [1996]whichapproximates
the boundary at the seafloor)specifiedon the Cabot expectedspatialstructure(e.g., due to topography)in
Strait (CS), southernNewfoundlandShelf (SNS), and the shelf hydrography and provides smoothed fields in
boundaries.

Wind-forced

contributions

to the

upstream boundary flows are neglected, since their influence

on the seasonal-mean

currents

on the

Scotian

Shelf is estimated to be relatively small, based on the

studiesof $chwing[1992ab] and D. A. Greenberget al.
(Spatial and temporalstructureof the barotropicre.sponseof the Scotian Shelf and Gulf of Maine to surface
wind stress: A model-basedstudy, submitted to Journal

choice will be discussedin section 4. The spatial corre-

lation scaleswere specifiedas in the base casegiven by

œodcr½!al. (seetheir Appendix),with horizontal(topo-
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isotropicscalesof 40, 40, and 30 km for uniform-depth
shelfareasin winter, springand summer,respectively,
and providesincreasedscalesin the along-isobathdirec-

5OO
45O
4OO

tion and decreased scales in the cross-isobath direction
35O

over sloping topography,qualitatively consistentwith

300
E

observedpatterns(e.g., sea surfacetemperaturefrom
satelliteimagery).The along-isobath
scalesincreaseto

/

•,•.250

B,arfquereau
Line
/

200

100-200 km over the upper continentalslope and then

150

increase
furtherto approximate
the deep-ocean
alongshelf (65øT) scaleof 400 kin. In contrast,the crossisobathscalesdecrease
to 15-20km overthe upperslope

/
./

100
50

and then increaseagainto approximatethe deep-ocean
cross-shelf
scaleof 60 km. An additionalanisotropywas

0
0

1 O0

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

x(km)

introduced
in Laurentian
Channel(h > 200m), providing along-and cross-channel
scalesof 150 and 15 km,
respectively,to reflect the channelgeometryin areas

Figure 2. Map showingbathymetry(100-, 200-, and
1000-misobaths),cross-shelf
sections,and currentmeter mooring sitesover the Scotian Shelf. The model origin is at 42N, 67W. The thick solidlineslabeledHFX1,

of weak bottom slope. Finally, the vertical correlation
scaleswere specifiedto increasewith depth below the
HFX2, and SWNS indicate the locations of vertical secsurface,rangingfrom 15 m in the upper 60 m to 200 m
tions used for Tables 1, 3, and 4. The Banquereau
line and Halifax (HFXi+HFX2) and extendedSWNS at 1200-mdepth. The uncertaintyin the computedden(ESWNS) sectionsare usedin Figures4, 7, and 11. sity fieldsis estimatedto be of order0.1 errunits, with
Open circles,crosses,and plussesindicate the locations largest valuesin offshoreand easternareasand near the
of current meter mooringsitesfor winter, springand seafloor and smallest values on the western and central
summer, respectively. Detailed current comparisonsare Scotian Shelf.
presentedin Figure9 for the labeledsites(thick circles
Threecross-shelf
sections
(Figure2) areusedto illusand plusses).

tratethe spatialandtemporalstructureof the resulting
densityfieldson the ScotianShelf:the Banquereau
line,

graphic)anisotropyin the horizontalcorrelationscales
over the shelf and slopespecifiedthroughparametric
relationships
involvingthe localwaterdepthandbathymetric gradient vector. The parameterizationassumes
Banquereau Line
(a)

a Halifax section, and an extended southwesternNova

Scotia(ESWNS) section.Figure3 presentsthe vertical densitydistributions
for winter and summeralong
thesesections,and Figure4 presentsthe horizontaldis-

Halifax

ESWNS
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Figure 3. Verticaldistribution
of density(ct units)on the Banquereau
line,andHalifaxand
ESWNSsections
computed
fromthe historical
database
for (a) winterand(b) summer.The
contourinterval is 0.5 errin Figure 3a and 1.0 errin Figure 3b, and the dashedline is the 50-m

level.
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[1996]for discussion
of the associated
stericheightand
potential energy distributions.

2.3. Other Forcings
(t•25 :.x
k

ß•'

ß

'.•.
ß

0.25

The mean wind stressesfor the bimonthly periods
and the M2 tidal elevationson open boundariesare also
used as model input. The wind stresseswere based
on hourly wind measurementsfrom Sable Island on

the easternScotJanShelf (Figure 1) for 1953 to 1986,
compiledat the BedfordInstituteof Oceanography
(R.
Lively, personalcommunication,1995). Sable Island

0,5

stressesare approximately representative of monthly
and lower-frequencystressesover much of the ScotJan

Shelf [Smith, 1987]. Stresseswere computedusing a
quadratic friction law with the neutral-stability speeddependentdrag coefficientsof Smith [1988]. The resulting climatologicalmeansfor the presentbimonthly

seasons
(Figure5) showa strongseasonal
variationin
both magnitude and direction, with the winter stress

beingstrongerand directedmorecrossshelf(offshore)
than the spring and summer stresses.
The M2 tidal elevations on most of the open bound-

aries (those west of LaurentJanChannel and Cabot
Strait) are the sameas thoseusedby Greenberget al.
(submittedmanuscript,1996)in obtainingfrictioncoefficients from a nonlinear barotropic tidal solution with

the Lynch and Naimie [1993]iterative model. The elFigure 4.

Areal distribution of the density difference

evations on the other open boundaries are taken from

(artunits)between50 m (or the bottomfor waterdepth de Margevieand Lank I1986] and Hah e! al. [1996].
< 50 m) andthe surface
for (a) winterand(b) summer. The M• constituent generally dominatestidal current

The contourinterval is 0.25 artin Figure 4a and 0.5 art variability over the ScotJanShelf, except for the eastern
in Figure 4b, and the dashedlinesindicate the locations portion where the K• current is also important.
of the sectionsin Figure 3.
2.4.

tributionsof the densitydifference
between50 m (or the
bottomfor water depth < 50 m) and the surface.The
densitystructurein winter (Figures3a and 4a) shows
generallyweak stratificationin the upper 50 m, with
strongeststratificationat depthin basinsand channels,

Moored

Current

Meter

Data

Our primary source of observed mean currents is
a database of monthly current statistics from moored

measurements
on the ScotianShelf[Gregoryand Smith,
1988]. We chose29, 15, and 27 horizontalsites (Figure 2) in winter, spring,and summer,respectively,
for

comparisonof the moored current meter data with the
model solutions. Most of these mooring sites were
there is stronggeostrophic
shear(slopingisopycnals) chosenfrom the Canadian Atlantic Storms Program
on the inner shelf, associatedwith the seasonalmax- (CASP) [Andersonand Smith,1989],the ShelfBreak
and over the continental slope. On the Halifax section,

imum in the Nova Scotia Current. In summer (Fig- Experiment[Smith and Petrie, 1982], and the Cape
ures3b and 4b), strongstratificationis well developed SableExperiment[Smith,1983]to representthe domover most of the shelf and concentrated in the nearinant alongshorecoastal and shelf-breakcurrentsover
surfacelayer, with density differencesof more than 3.0 the ScotJanShelf and the tidally rectified gyre circulaat units over Emerald Basin. Exceptions to this are
the year-roundvertically mixed areasoff southwestern
Nova Scotiaand on GeorgesBank wherethere are local
tidal-mixingfronts. Summertimealong-shelfgradients

tion over Browns Bank. Monthly meansfor a particular

instrument/depthare includedfor eachmonth with at
least 20 days of data. Typically, each site has data from
two or three depths in 1 or 2 years, resulting in 79, 39,

in both surfacedensity(Figure 3b) and stratification and 68 different 3-D positions in winter, spring, and
(Figure4b) are clearlyapparent.The densityfieldfor summer, respectively. For comparisonwith the model
spring(not shown)is an intermediatestep in the sea- flow fields, bimonthly mean currents and standard desonal evolution between winter and summer.

Refer to

Lodere! al. [1996]for discussion
of the associated
temperature and salinity distributionsand Hannah e! al.

viations have been computed for each vertical level by

averagingover all monthsand yearsin eachbimonthly
season.
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The major features of the observed seasonal-mean
residual circulation on the Scotian Shelf are apparent

in the bimonthlymeancurrentdistributions(Figure5)
for the upper(within 20 rn of surface)and lowerlayers.
The currents are generally directed southwestwardon
the shelfthroughoutthe year but demonstratestrong
seasonal,horizontal,and vertical variationsin magnitude. The currentsare generallystrongestin the winter, in the near-surfacelayer, and in the vicinity of the
nearshore 100-m isobath and the shelf break.

The clock-

wise topographic-scalecirculationover BrownsBank is
persistentthroughout the year, with some increasein
summer. There are also more complexcurrent patterns
in someareas,suchas the SableIsland regionin summer, probably reflectingaliasedtemporal as well as actual spatial variability.
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3. Bimonthly Circulation Fields
3.1.

Overview

....

.. ............

.

.............

In this sectionwe presentmodel resultsfor the seasonal-mean circulation forced by the mean density fields
and associatedsteric boundary conditions,the M2 tide,
and the mean wind stresses.

The transportstream functions(Figure 6) for the
bimonthly solutions indicate both persistent features
and strong seasonalvariation. Vertical and horizon-

tal sectionsof the (Eulerian) meancirculationare presented in Figures 7 and 8. For all periods the dominant

features

are southwestward

flow nearshore

over the shelf break and northeastward
shore.

The

shelf and shelf-break

flow further

currents

and

off-

are associ-

ated with outflow through Cabot Strait from the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and extension of the Labrador Current

"'•••
' '.'";."""'?/
'"'10cm/s
ß "ß . • "'."'

ß,

Figure 5.

'-• Upper
layer

,

.•'

c)Summer

•-•Lower•
layer•"• ,

Bimonthly mean currents from moored

measurements
for upperlayer(within 20 m of surface)
and lowerlayer (remainderof the water column)regions,computedby verticalaveragingfor (a) winter,
(b) spring,and(c) summer.The bimonthlymeanwind
stressesat Sable Island are shown by the thickest arrowson the right. The 100-, 200- and 1000-rnisobaths
are displayed for reference.

from the Newfoundland Shelf. Smaller-scaleeddy-like
featuresare apparent in areaswith strongtopographic
variability such as banks, basins, and the shelf break;
while most of thesefeaturesappear to be realistic,some
3.2. Winter Season: January-February
are probably artifacts of local density structures arisIn the winter season,when the southwestwardshelf
ing from data sparsityand/or aliasingof temporalvari-

ability (e.g., at the shelfbreakon the westernScotJan
Shelf). Comparisonof the mean transportsat the selectedsections(Table 1) and the meanvelocitiesat the
mooringsites(Figure 9 and Table 2) with the obser-

currentsare most intense(e.g., Table 1), the depthintegratedstreamfunctionpattern (Figure6a) clearly
showsthe dominantsouthwestward
flowsalongboththe
Nova ScotJancoast and the shelf break. The major

vational data presented in section 2 indicates modest
quantitative agreement,although there are significant
discrepanciesboth locally and overall in some seasons.
A more detailed description of the bimonthly circulation fields and their comparison with observationsis
presentedin the followingthree subsections.

contributor to the shelf-break flow is the extension of
the Labrador Current from the southern Newfoundland

Shelf,while the nearshorebranch(the Nova ScotJan
Current)is fed by both the extensionof the Labrador
Current and the outflow from the Gulf of St. Lawrence

(note,however,
that the reliabilityof the elongated
anWe alsopresent(Table3) estimatesof the individual ticycloniccell over LaurentJanChannelis unclear;also
contributionsfor the three primary forcings:tidal recti- seeLoderet al. [1996]).Thereis a weaknortheastward
fication(includingstratificationinfluences
on friction), counterflow between the Nova ScotJan Current and the
baroclinicpressuregradientsand associatedstericflows coast(Figure 7a), whichwas clearlyobservedat staat the upstreamboundaries,and wind stress,following tion 1 duringCASP [Andersonand Smith, 1989]and
the approach of NLL94.
explainedby Smith andSchwing[1991].A weakbranch
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break. West of the Halifax section,a large portion of
the nearshorecurrent is directed offshoreto join the
shelf-break current on the southeastern flank of Browns

Bank, which then feeds the inflow on the eastern side of

Northeast Channel. A similar surfacecirculation pattern to Figure 8a over the eastern and central Scotian

Shelf was obtained from vertical density profilesalone

[Shengand Thompson,
1996],suggesting
that baroclinic
circulationdominates. An anticyclonicgyre is evident
overthe westerncapof BrownsBank (Figure8a), while
to the northeast,there is a weakercyclonicgyre over
RosewayBasin. Over the shelf break and offshore,an
equatorward transport in excess of i Sv reaches the

westernScotianShelfbeforeturningoffshore(alsosee
Hannahet al., 1996). This patternis consistent
with the
cyclonicSlopeWater gyre describedin previousstudies

[e.g.,CsanadyandHamilton,1988].
The model velocity distribution on the Banquereau
line (Figure7a) showsa southwestward
inner-shelfcurrent with peak speednear 20 cm/s at the surfaceand
a shelf-breakcurrent with peak (surface)speednear
15 cm/s. The model currentson the Halifax section
are dominated by southwestwardflow in both the shell
break jet and the Nova Scotian Current on the inner

shelf,both with maximumspeedsof over20 cm/s near
the surface. However, there is a weak northeastward

current(up to 5 cm/s)on the northernflankof Emerald
Bank associated with the current branch that meanders

onto the shelf. On the ESWNS section, the dominant
transport feature is a northwestwardjet with a max-

imum velocityof about 15 cm/s on the southwestern
flank of Browns Bank.

The vertical extent of this fea-

ture suggeststhat it includes both Scotian Shelf and

SlopeWater [e.g.,BrownandBeardsIcy,1978;Ramp ½t
al., 1985]althoughthe flow pattern offshoreof NortheastChannelis confounded
by a suspecteddy(Figure
6a). On the northernflank of BrownsBank, there is a
narrow(10 km) eastwardflowof 5-10 cm/s overentire
water column causedby tidal rectification and amplified by reductionsin the vertical eddy viscositydue to
stratification.

Other features associated with tidal rec-

tification includea nearshorewestwardjet with a maximumvelocityof 10 cm/s andnear-bottomupwellingoff

Figure 6.
Transportstreamfunctionfor (a) winter, (b) spring,and (c) summerfrom modelsolutions Cape Sable,consistent
with Tee et al. 's [1993]finding.
with full forcing. The flow is cyclonic around positive
stream function extrema and anticyclonicaround negative

stream

function

extrema.

The

stream

function

is zero at the coast so that offshorevalues at particular positionsindicate the integrated transport between

Even though this seasonhas the strongestwind stress,
its influenceis limited and largely confinedto the near-

su•f•½ (upp½••0 m)layer (e.g., Figure 9a), in part
becauseit is directedmore crossshelf than alongshelf

et al., submittedmanuscript,1996).
thesepositionsand the coast.The 200-misobath(dot- (e.g., Greenberg
We
shall
not
attempt
to interpret further the cross-shelf
ted lines)andthe cross-shelf
sections
(dashedlines)are
included.

velocity component on the sections since its character
is sensitiveto the choiceof coordinatesystem.

The localcurrentcomparison
(Table2) indicatesthat
of the shelf-break

current turns clockwise around West-

the modelflow fieldsfor the winter seasonshowapproxern Bank (Figure 8a) and then westwardas part of a imate quantitative agreementwith observations,with
cyclonicgyre around Emerald Basin and finally merges the averagemagnitudeof currentsin the model being
again with the strong branch which follows the shelf about 90% of that observed.There are, however,no-
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Figure 7. Mean velocityon the Banquereau
line andthe Halifaxand ESWNSsections
for (a)
winter,(b)spring,and(c)summerfrommodelsolutions
with full forcing.Isotachs(centimeters
per second)of the normalcomponent(positiveinto the page)and vectorrepresentations
of the
tangentialcomponent
areshown.The isotachintervalis 5 cm/s,with positive(andzero)isotachs
in thick lines and negative onesin thin lines.

table discrepancies,with the average magnitude of the
vector velocity difference between model and observa-

tions nearly 60% of the observedaveragemagnitude,
and an average difference angle of 330. The detailed
comparisonat selectedmooringsites(Figure 9a) indicates approximate agreement for the vertical shear in
most cases and good quantitative agreement for the
currents at sites SB2, SI2, and CA3. However, the
observed westward flow at site CS2, the site with the
largest mooredmeasurementdata set, is underpredicted

tion of barotropicinflowon the upstreamboundary)is
not required. However, additional barotropic flow over
the slope region cannot be ruled out, in view of model
approximations, data sparsity and the limited current
comparisons.The presentresults,supportedby moored

measurements
[AndersonandSmith,1989],alsosuggest
that the geostrophictransport through the HFX1 section in winter was underestimatedat about 0.44 Sv by

Drinkwater et al. [1979]due to their assumed100-m
levelof no motion(seethe deeperlevelof no motionin
(alsoseesection4.2).
Figure7a and at CA3 of Figure9a).
Comparisonof the winter transports(Table 1) with
The transportestimatesfor the three processes
(Tamooredmeasurements
on the HFX1 (1.0 Sv [Ander- ble 3) indicatethat barocliniccirculationcontrolsthe
son and Smith, 1989]) and southwesternNova Scotia southwestward flow on the Scotian Shelf in the win(SWNS) (0.32Sv [Smith,1983])sections
indicatesgood ter season,even though wind stressand tidal rectificaagreement. This suggeststhat the overall shelf flow
patterns are generally robust and realistic. It appears
that to the level of observational accuracy, additional

tion make important contributionson the southwestern
Scotian

Shelf.

The

small net contribution

from tidal

rectification results from offsettingflows on the flanks
barotropicflowovermostof the shelf(throughspecifica- of BrownsBank, with the tidally rectifiedrecirculating
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Table 1. Comparison of Transports Across Selected

Sections(Figure 2) in the Model SolutionsUnder Full
Forcing, with ObservationalEstimates
Period

HFX1

SWNS

Modeled

Observed

0.92

1.0

0.25

0.32

0.81
0.41

-..
0.25

0.51
0.15

0.19
0.03

Jan.-Feb.

April-May
July-Aug.

Modeled

Observed

UnitsareSverdrups.
Estimates
arefromSmith
[1983],
Andersonand Smith[1989],and B. Petrie (personalcommunication, 1996). Postire transportsare alongshelftowards
the southwest.(Observationaltransportsare not available
for the Banquereauline).

et al.,submitted
manuscript,
1996)andtidalrectification [e.g.,Greenberg,
1983]off southwestern
NovaScotia. It is also important to mention that the section
transport estimates in Tables i and 3 are sensitive to
the offshore extent of the sections since the latter

cross

recirculatinggyres. Here the offshorepositionsapproximate thoseusedby Smith[1983]for the SWNS section,
and by Andersonand Smith [1989]and Drinkwater et

al. [1979](fromthe coastto their station3) for the
HFX1

3.3.

section.

Summer Season: July-August

The summer model solution shows generally weak-

enedflow on the shelf (Figures6c, 7c, and 8c). One
difference

from the winter

solution

is that

the outflow

from the Gulf of St. Lawrence has a major pathway
along the western side of LaurentJanChannel, merging with the extended Labrador Current over the slope

(Figure 6c). Another differenceis reducedcirculation
overEmeraldBasin(Figure 8c). Over the continental
slope off the western Scotian Shelf, the northeastward

slopecurrentreachesthe shelfbreak (Figure 6c), possibly due to weaker upstream inflow as suggestedby

weakerobserved
shelf-break
currents(Figure5c). While
Figure 8.

Near-surface(averagesbetween5 and 25

this northward seasonalexcursion of the Slope Water
influence is qualitatively consistent with Drinkwater et

m of the surface)meancurrents(thin arrows)for (a) al.'s [1994]analysisof shelf/slopefrontal positiøn, an
winter, (b) spring,and (c) summerfrom modelsolu- excursionof the magnitude implied by the present wintions with full forcing. The modeledvector fields have ter andsummercirculationpatterns(Figures6a and6c)

been subsampledfor presentation. The observednear- is not apparentin the associatedsalinity fields (e.g.,
surface(within20 m of surface)currents(thickarrows) Figure 5 of Loder et al. [1996])nor in Drinkwater et
are alsoshown(takenfrom Figure5). The 200-misobath(solidcurve)andcross-shelf
sections
(dashed
lines) al. 's analysis. This raisesquestionsas to the reliability
are included.

of the slope circulation off the western ScotJanShelf in

the summersolution(alsoseesection4.1).
transport around BrownsBank amountingto 0.19 Sv.
Theseresultsare consistent
with previousstudiespointing to the general dominanceof the baroclinic circula-

Compared with the winter solution, the southwestward inner-shelf flow on the Banquereau line is weakened, while the southwestwardshelf-break current is in-

tensifiedbut narrowed(Figure 7c). Another difference
tion [Hannahet al., 1996;Shcngand Thompson,
1996] in the summer solution is a northeastward flow on the
and the increased
importanceof wind stress(Greenberg northern flank of Banquereau Bank, as part of an an-
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Figure 9. Comparison
of currentprofilesfrom the modelsolutions
underfull forcing(solid
curves)with observed
bimonthlymeancurrents(opencircles)for (a) winterand (b)summer.

Here u and v are the eastward and northward components,respectively. The horizontal lines
indicate the standard deviations of the individual observedmonthly means about the bimonthly
means. The site locations are shown in Figure 2.

ticyclonicgyre over the bank (seeFigure 8c). On the

northern side of Emerald Bank is weaker and narrower,

Halifax section, both the inshore and shelf-break jets
are weakened and significantly narrowed, with maxi-

consistent

with

the reduced

circulation

around

Emer-

ald Basin. On the ESWNS section, the nearshore flow,

mum speedsnear l0 cm/s. The shelf-breakjet is shifted which primarily arises from tidal rectification, is enshoreward

and there

is now

a northeastward

hanced due to influencesof the stronger stratification

current

jet over the slope. The northeastward current on the

on friction (seesection4.2), with a maximumvelocity

Table 2. Statistics(MeansandStandardDeviations)of the Comparison
Between
Observed and Modeled
Period

Mean Currents

No. of
Positions

Jan.-Feb.

April-May
July-Aug.

at Moored Current

Current Speed,cm/s
Observations

Meter

Positions

Magnitude of

Model

VVD, cm/s

DA,

degree

79

8.7 4- 6.5

7.7 4- 6.4

5.2 4- 4.8

33 4- 56

39
68

6.9 4- 4.6
7.5 4- 5.5

5.8 4- 3.1
7.0 4- 5.9

6.8 4- 5.0
6.5 4- 4.9

75 q- 71
49 q- 59

The vector velocity difference(VVD) is the differencevector betweenthe observed
and modeledvelocitiesat a particular site and depth. The differenceangle (DA) is the
difference

in direction

between

the observed and modeled

velocities.
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Table 3.
Approximate Process Partitioning of Bimonthly Transports Through SelectedSections
Period

Processes

Transport, Sv
HFX1

Jan.-Feb.

April-May

July-Aug.

SWNS

OVER

THE

SCOTIAN

SHELF
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indicates that baroclinic circulation again dominates
during the summe• season. However, tidal rectification
is also an important factor on the southwesternScotian
Shelf and the leading contributor to the eastward flow
on the northern flank of Browns Bank, with the tidally
rectified recirculating transport around Browns Bank

M2 tidal rectification

-0.01

0.01

reaching0.2 Sv. The along-shelf
(northeastward)sum-

baroclinic pressuregradients

0.92

0.32

mer

wind

0.01

stress

-0.08

M2 tidal rectification
baroclinic pressuregradients

-0.01
0.83

-0.04
0.60

wind

-0.01

-0.05

M2 tidal rectification
baroclinic pressuregradients

stress

-0.01
0.48

-0.05
0.24

wind

-0.07

-0.04

wind

stress results

in a weak

northeastward

flow

component on both sections.

3.4.

Spring Season: April-May

The various velocity distributions in Figures 6b, 7b,
and 8b indicate that the spring seasonis an intermediate step in the seasonalprogressionof the shelf circulation, but with someunique features. There is a greater
Positive transports are along shelf towards the southwest.
baroclinic transport of the Gulf of St. Lawrence outflow
stress

onto the inner and middle

Scotian

Shelf than in winter

of 15 cm/s. The offshorejet is significantlyintensified, and summer. Some of the outflow still movesalong the
with a maximumvelocityof 25 cm/s (note that only a western side of Laurentian Channel to the outer shelf,
small fraction of this jet is included in the transport es-

but the shelf-break current is mainly an extension of

timate in Table i for the SWNSsection).The eastward

the Labrador

flow reversal

similar intensity to but is broader than that in the win-

tian Channel(Figure 6b).
On the Banqueteauline (Figure 7b), the inshorejet

ter

is in an intermediate

on the northern

flank of Browns

Bank has

season.

Current

after its excursion

state between

into

its winter

Lauren-

and sum-

The comparisonof model currentswith summermoor- mer counterpart. This seasonhas the strongest shelf-

ed measurements
(Table2) indicatessimilarbut slightly break current on this line, but the current is narrower
reducedagreementcomparedto the winter. Although than in winter. On the Halifax section, the inshore jet
the averagemagnitudeof currentsin the modelis 93% is only slightly weakerthan in the winter (Table 1),
of that observed,the deviations are greater than those with a maximumvelocityexceeding15 cm/s, while the
in the winter, with the averagemagnitude of the vec- shelf-breakjet is substantially stronger and wider than
tor differencenearly 86% of the observedaveragespeed, in the summer, with a maximum velocity of about 15
and an averagedifferenceangle of 490. At the selected cm/s. Both of thesejets are thus in intermediatestates

mooringsites(Figure9b), therearesimilaritiesbetween

between

the model and observedprofiles in all cases,but there
are also significantdiscrepancies.

ESWNS section, there is increasedwestward flow on the
inner shelf and a distinct westward jet about 55 km off

Comparisonof the transportsin this solution(Table
1) with the observedsummertransportsfrom moored
measurements
on the SWNS section(0.03 Sv [Smith,
1983]),andfromgeostrophic
calculations
with a moored
measurement
adjustmenton the HFX1 section(0.25 Sv
[Drinkwateret al., 1979];adjustedby B. Petrie (personal communication,1996)), indicatesapproximate
agreementonly. Tidal rectificationresultsin eastward

their

winter

and summer

structures.

On the

Cape Sable,with a maximumvelocityof over 10 cm/s.
This jet is part of the southwestwardflow on the inner
Scotian Shelf which can be traced upstream to outflow

from the Gulf of St. Lawrence(Figures6b and 8b). The
eastward

flow reversal

on the northern

flank

of Browns

Bank is largely eliminated by the strong southwestward
baroclinic

current.

The quantitativecomparison
of localcurrents(Table
flow on the northern flank of Browns Bank, offsetting 2) in the springindicatessubstantiallypoorer agreethe southwestwardtransport inshoreand inside the 200m isobath on the southern flank of Browns Bank. Note,
however,that the model solutionindicatesan additional
0.75 Sv of northwestward transport offshoreof the 200m isobath in Northeast Channel, which was not in-

ment

of the model

solution

with

observations

than

in

winter and summer. Although the averagemagnitude
of currents in the model is 85% of that observed,the
averagemagnitude of the vector differencesis similar to
the averageobservedspeed, and the averagedifference
cludedin Smith's[1983]observational
estimates.While angle is large. The reduced agreementis also apparent

the deepportion(below100m) of thistransportshould in the near-surface
velocitycomparison
(Figure8b).
be coveredby Ramp et al.'s [1985]estimatesfor the
Comparisonof the transportsin this solution(TaNortheastChannelinflow(annualaverageof 0.26 Sv), ble 1) with the observedspringtransportsfrom moored
the present solutionspoint to additional significant in- measurements
on the SWNS section(0.19 Sv [Smith,
flowof shelfwaterin NortheastChannel(above100m) 1983])indicatesthe poorestagreementamongthe three
that

has not been included

in observational

estimates.

seasons.The southwestwardbaroclinic transport great-

The processpartitioningof the transports(Table 3) ly exceeds the tidally rectified transport reversal over
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Table 4.
Transports Across Selected Sections in mer solution also showsonly weak sensitivity over most
the Baroclinic Solutions,Showingthe Sensitivity of the of the domain, but significantsensitivity on the SWNS
Baroclinic Circulations to the Choice of the Temporal section(Table4) and at the shelfbreakon the western
Correlation
Scale
Scotian Shelf. This sensitivity is related to the suspect

northwardmeander(nearthe shelfbreak) of the north-

Transport, $v
Cases

Jan.-Feb. 60
45
July-Aug. 60
45

HFX1

day
day
day
day

0.92
0.98
0.45
0.40

HFX2

2.51
2.64
-0.54
-1.54

eastward deep-oceanflow off the western Scotian Shelf
SWNS

0.39
0.36
0.39
0.23

in the summersolution(Figure6c). With the temporal
correlation scale reduced to 30 days, there is increased
northeastward flow at the shelf break in this region,

as illustratedby the currentprofilesfor site SB1 (Figure 10). The observedcurrentsat this site are in much
better agreementwith the base(60-day) solution,suggestingthat the longertemporal window providesa bet-

The 45- and 30-day casesfor winter and summer, respec- ter representationof the local mean density field. How-

tively, are the base casesof Lodcr ½t al. [1996], while the
60-day cases are the present base cases. Positive transports
are along shelf towards the southwest.

ever, this sensitivity points to the general uncertainty
of the seasonal-meancirculation, both in the ocean and
in models,in the complexand dynamic sloperegion off
the western

the northern

flank of Browns Bank.

Scotian

Shelf.

The model trans-

port on the HFX1 section is comparable to that in
the winter season, which is consistent with Han et

4.2.

Sensitivity

to Stratification

of Tidal Residual Currents
Influences

on Friction

In this subsection,we briefly examine the sensitivity
al. 's [1993]findingfrom satellitealtimetry,and is much
larger than Drinkwater et al. 's [1979]geostrophicesti- of the tidally rectified flow component to stratification
influences on the vertical eddy viscosity. Note that in
mate (0.23 Sv) for the upper 100 m.
The processpartitioningof the transports(Table 3) the base solutions presented above, the eddy viscosity

indicates that baroclinic circulation dominates during dependson the local gradient Richardson number via
the spring seasonall over the shelf. However, there the relationshipproposedby Munk andAnderson[1948]
are alsosignificantcontributionsfrom tidal rectification (seeequations(7)- (9) of NLL94). Here we consider
(0.19 Sv recirculatingtransportaroundBrownsBank) nonlinear solutions for the tidally rectified flow comand wind stressto the transports off southwesternNova ponent alone with alternative eddy viscosities: those
Scotia.

taken

from

the

base solutions

and viscosities

recom-

puted without stratification influencesincluded.
The stratification influenceson the vertical eddy vis4. Sensitivity of Circulation
cosity do not lead to major qualitative changesin the
tidally rectified circulation, but do lead to some signif4.1. Sensitivity of Baroclinic Circulation
icant quantitative ones in the around-bank flow comto the Temporal Correlation Scale
ponent, e.g., the anticyclonic gyre over Browns Bank.
Loder et al. [1996,Table 2] examinedthe sensitivity With the stratification-dependent viscosity, we find an
of baroclinic circulation to the magnitude of the bot- enhancement in the around-bank current as stratificatom friction and vertical eddy viscosity coeffcients, the tion evolves
from the weakly(winter)to strongly(sumshelf-widetopographicanisotropyin the horizontal cor- mer) stratifiedperiods,particularlyon BrownsBank.
relation scales,additional anisotropy in the horizontal
correlation scalesin Laurentian Channel, and the choice
0
of seasonalmidtime in their linear diagnostic calculations. Here we examine the sensitivity of baroclinic
circulation to another factor, the temporal correlation
..c: 200
scale. In order to make the comparisonstraightforward

• 100

and consistentwith Loderet al. 's [1996],the linearver-

• 300

sion of FUNDY5 is used with their vertical eddy viscos4OO
ity and bottom friction coeffcients.
-'0
0
10
20
30 -10
0
10
20
30
Table 4 indicates the transport sensitivity of the barou (cm/s)
SB1
v (cm/s)
clinic solutionsto the somewhat arbitrary choiceof temporal correlation scalesin the estimation of winter and Figure 10. Comparisonof current profilesfrom two
summer mean density fields. The winter solution shows model solutionswith observedbimonthly mean currents

only a weak sensitivityto changesin the temporal cor-

relationscale(Table4), consistent
with expectations
for
scalevaluesmuch lessthan the annual period provided
that there are sufficient density observations.The sum-

(opencircles)at site SB1 in the summerseason.Here

u and v are the eastward and northward components,

respectively.Solid lines representthe base case(60day correlationscale), and dashedlines representthe
sensitivitycase(30-dayscale).
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Figure 11. Tidal residualvelocityon the ESWNS sectionshowingisotachs(centimetersper
second)
ofthenormalcomponent
(positiveintothepage)andvectorsof thetangentialcomponent,
with (a) stratification-independent
eddyviscosity,
(b) stratification-dependent
eddyviscosityin
winter, and (c) stratification-dependent
eddy viscosityin summer. The isotachintervalis 2.5
cm/s, with positive(and zero)isotachsin thicklinesand negativeonesin thin lines.

This increaseis illustrated by comparisonof the tidally
rectified velocity field on the ESWNS section in the dif-

ferent solutions(Figure 11). The stratificationinfluences increase

the currents

in both

winter

and sum-

mer, with a slightly greater increasein summer. The
recirculating transports around Browns Bank are 0.17,
0.19, and 0.20 Sv for the stratification-independentcase,
winter, and summer, respectively. The above results
are qualitatively consistent with previous studies for

strength. Further downstream,the cyclonicflow around
Emerald Basin plays an important role in connecting
the eastern and western Scotian Shelves, while there

appearsto be a partial bottleneck(and associatedoffshoreturning) of the along-shelfflow off southwestern
NovaScotia(alsoseeHannahe! al. [1996]).
Observations

of the

seasonal-mean

circulation

are

sparse. On the whole, the model solutionscompare favorably with the current measurementsand transport
GeorgesBank [Loderand Wright, 1985; Chen, 1992] estimates, indicating that the primary seasonalprocessesare representedin the model. However, there are
particularly in the comparison
Becauseof the significantfrictional sensitivityof tidal significantdiscrepancies,
rectification, models with more advanced turbulence with moored current measurements which shows best
closure[e.g.,Lynch et al., 1996;Naimie, 1996]are de- agreementin winter and least agreementin spring. The
sirable for further examination of the circulation on the
origin of thesediscrepanciesis unclear but in view of the
southwestern ScotJan Shelf.
known temporal variability of the Scotian Shelf regime

[e.g.,Smith e! al., 1978;Smith and $chwing,1991],it

5. Summary
The bimonthly flow fieldsfor the winter, spring, and
summerseasonspresentedin section3 provide a quantitative representationof the three-dimensionalseasonalmean circulation on the Scotian Shelf. Generally, the
model results support the conventionalunderstanding
that circulation over the Scotian Shelf is dominated by
the seasonallyvarying southwestwardflow of relatively
cool and fresh shelf water from the Gulf of St. Lawrence

seems likely that poor observational estimates of the
seasonal-meandensity and current fields in some areas
are a major factor. While the present current data set
and model comparisonsare not adequateto rule out a

significantbarotropicinflow acrossthe upstreammodel
boundaries,there is no suggestionin theseresultsthat
such inflow is a major factor to circulation on the Scotian Shelf away from the shelf break. However,a contribution of upstream barotropic inflow to circulation
overthe upper continentalslopeis quite possible(also

and NewfoundlandShelf. The baroclinic pressurefield seeLoderet al. [1996]).
The present solutions also support the conclusions
is the predominant forcing of seasonal-meancirculation over the entire shelf. Tidal

rectification

and wind

of Hannahet al. [1996]and Loderet al. [1996]that in

and marginaldensity
stressalso contribute significantly,particularly on the spite of local currentdiscrepancies
southwesternScotianShelf. Strong tendenciesfor anti- data coveragein some areas, the overall baroclinic circyclonicbaroclinic circulation over banks and cyclonic culation patterns on the shelf are generallyrobust and
baroclinic circulation over basins are indicated.
Conindicate that baroclinic circulation is the predominant
nections between the southern Newfoundland
and Scocomponentof seasonal-mean
circulationin the region.
tian Shelvesvary seasonally,with the present solutions However, there are significantsensitivitiesto both data
indicating year-roundflow alongthe shelfbreak. Trans- coverageand model parameterizations. In particular,
port of water from the Gulf of St. Lawrence onto the present solutionspoint to significantsensitivity of
the Scotian Shelf occurs year-round but with variable the summer baroclinic circulation at the shelf break on
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the westernScotianShelf to the densityfield estima- Han, G., M. Ikeda, and P.C. Smith, Annual variation of seasurface slopes over the ScotJan Shelf and Grand Banks
from Geosat aJtimetry, Atmos. Ocean, 31, 591-615, 1993.
Han, G., M. Ikeda and P.C. Smith, Oceanic tides over the
and more sophisticated
(e.g., prognostic)circulation ScotJanand NewfoundlandShelvesfrom TOPEX/POSEImodels.
DON altimetry, Atmos. Ocean,in press, 1996.
Hannah, C.G, J.W. Loder, and D.C. Wright, Seasonalvari-

tion procedure.
Theselimitationsillustratetheongoing

needs for enhancement of the observational database
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